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Re-envisioning Reproduction: Dividing Life from Death
in Charles Etienne’s De la Dissection
Miranda Mollendorf
Harvard University
Charles Estienne’s De la Dissection des parties du corps humain (1546) presents

the uterus not only as a site of generation and life, but also putrefaction and
death. Estienne first writes about the uterus as a surgical site where life and death
converge and must be separated, and then as an anatomical site where pain and
pleasure are divided because of Galenic theories about the uterus that involve
generation and corruption. In spite of frequent attempts to visually quarantine the
uterus from the rest of the body with a printed inset, these surgical and anatomical
separations between life and death are often clearer in the texts than in the images,
which are as much about invisibility as visibility.

The humanist anatomist Charles Estienne begins the Third Book of

his De la dissection des parties du corps humain (On the dissection
of the parts of the human body, 1545-1546) with a disquieting image
of a cesarean section, a fatal procedure for early modern women
performed to save the child’s life.1
1 Although this book clearly involved a collaborative process between the author, printmaker, and artists, I will refer to the author as “Estienne” for the sake of simplicity. Little
proof of authorship currently exists for artists and printmakers engaged in Estienne’s collaborative project. Estienne started his book in 1530 and finished it in 1539, but a lawsuit
brought against him by the surgeon and artist Estienne de la Rivière, who composed and
engraved the printed anatomical insets, delayed printing and dissemination until 1545, in
Latin, and 1546 in French. Pierre Huard, Charles Estienne et l’ecole anatomique parisienne (Paris: Cercle du livre précieux, 1965), unpaginated; Grunwald Center for the
Graphic Arts, The French Renaissance in Prints (Los Angeles: University of California,
1994), 231-2, 475.
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Image 1: First image demonstrating the procedure for a C-section

With the firmly delineating contours of a printed inset
surrounding the womb, the woodcut emphasizes the separation
between the “dead and pregnant” mother and the “living child” in
her uterus, as described in the textual caption suspended from a
chain above the scene.2 As in most of his other images of women,
Estienne illustrates the female body with a woodcut image derived
from an erotic print; the section of the woodcut that includes the
uterus, which encloses a living fetus waiting to be rescued by the
2 The caption reads: “A. The path and portrayal of how the razor should be led along the
dead, pregnant woman’s stomach. B. The place where the incision should be made to pull
the living child out of the mother, who is already dead.” Charles Estienne, La dissection
des parties de corps human divisée en trois livres (Paris: Simon de Colines, 1546), 383. All
translations are my own unless otherwise noted.
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surgeon’s dexterous hands, has been carved on a separate block
inserted within the larger image of the dead mother, attempting to
segregate life from death.
In spite of the relatively clear distinctions between life and
death in the caption and the inset’s attempts to demarcate these
boundaries, the life and death relationships within the image prove
to be ambiguous. Upon first glance, life is invisible and death is
omnipresent in this image. We cannot see the living child embedded
in the mother’s womb. Furthermore, although the mother is
described as “already dead” and her body has been partially opened,
visual clues hint at a liminal state between life and death. Her softly
curling hand and the muscular tension in her legs indicate subtle
signs of life, but her neck and shoulders are slack with death, and a
faint grimace of pain plays over her classicized profile. A c-shaped
incision has been carved into her anatomized flesh to deliver the
fetus, depicting the suspenseful moment immediately before the
child’s life—or at least its soul—will be saved. The postmortem
caesarean section was a well-known procedure, with financial,
legal, religious, and moral implications. Sometimes it saved the
child’s life, but it also was important to baptize dying children for
the sake of their salvation, and it also determined the fate of the
mother’s dowry, because the fate of the dowry depended on whether
she died with or without living issue. It was therefore a procedure
with repercussions as profound in life as in the afterlife.3
I argue here that because the text of De la Dissection explores
the paradoxical nature of the uterus as the site of life and death,
generation and corruption, Estienne attempts to isolate the uterus
from the rest of the female body with printed insets. In eight out
of ten images, Estienne strategically employs the printed inset to
visually quarantine the problematic uterus from the courtly, elegant
female bodies that surround it. There are further visual subdivisions
within these insets that indicate a necessity to separate the body to a
3 Katharine Park, “The Death of Isabella Della Volpe: Four Eyewitness Accounts of a
Postmortem Caesarean Section in 1545,” BHM 82 (2008), 169-87.
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greater extent than the exterior inset will allow. These subdivisions,
often playfully fashioned with folds of skin, separate the issues of
generation and corruption in the uterus from the vagina and external
genitals, which Estienne theorizes as sites of sexual pleasure. This
project is never fully realized, however, since two prints in this series
lack an inset, and the women in this series are ambivalently alive,
even if they are textually dead.4 In spite of Estienne’s initial attempts
to set the uterus apart from the rest of the body, he occasionally
creates permeable boundaries between interior and exterior forms,
life and death.
Estienne’s text first presents the uterus as a surgical site
where life and death converge and must be separated, and then as
an anatomical site where pain and pleasure are divided because
of Galenic theories about the uterus that involve generation and
corruption. In spite of frequent attempts to quarantine the uterus
visually from the rest of the body with a printed inset, these surgical
and anatomical separations between life and death are often clearer
in the texts than in the images, which are as much about invisibility
as visibility.
Surgical Conceptions: The Limnality of Life and Death

Image 1 foregrounds the display of what normally remains unseen

inside the uterus, and further surgical and anatomical procedures
in the following images progressively reveal its inner contents.
Estienne was a visual thinker, and along with his elaborate images
that lavishly displayed the body, he frequently used phrases that
invoked the sense of sight, such as “faire voir,” and “mettre sous les
yeux” to describe the body as a spectacle offered to the eyes in his
rhetorical, Galenic elaborations about surgery and anatomy.5 His
work on women’s bodies has been theorized as two different systems
4 Bette Talvacchia has also noticed this indistinctness between life and death, stating that
“Estienne’s women do not give the impression of death; rather they loll in sensuous abandon. The postures of Estienne’s female figures eroticize them and put them in a domain
that lies symbolically between life and death, analogous to the remote, mythological realm
from which their prototypes are taken.” Bette Talvacchia, Taking Positions: On the Erotic
in Renaissance Culture (Princeton: Princeton University Press, 1999), 166-7.
5 Helénè Cazes, “Le Cogito de l’Anatomiste: La Dissection des Parties du Corps
Humain par Charles Estienne,” in Aesculape et Dionysos: Mélanges en Honneur de Jean
Céard, ed. Jean Dupèbe (Geneva: Libraries Droz, 2008), 329-33.
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of representation—a written text and a visual text with prints that
showcase the importance of observation.6 Building on these ideas
about the significance of sight in Estienne’s Galenic theories, I focus
on tropes of visibility as well as invisibility in surgical conceptions of
life and death within the uterus, which remain completely unstudied
in contemporary scholarship about Estienne.

I
Image 1: detail of inset

While displaying the inner workings of the uterus and
its components, Estienne also presents precarious and even
fatal situations that require surgical intervention, since his book
emphasizes practice along with medical theory. In his text, however,
Estienne also purported to address educated anatomists, students
and professors of medicine, surgeons and barbers, all present in
his ideal anatomy theatre.7 The practitioners who read Estienne’s
6 Talvacchia 163.
7 Cazes, “La Dissection des Parties du Corps Humain et Son Double: Les Anatomies
Latines et Françaises de Charles Estienne (Paris, 1545-1546),” in Tous vos gens à Latin: Le
Latin, langue savante, langue mondaine XIVe- XVIIe siècles, ed. Emmanuel Bury (Geneva:
Libraries Droz, 2005), 366-7. The French and Latin editions were not absolutely identical,
but for the most part they had the same information. The French edition has more terminology than the Latin version, since it also includes Latin words alongside the vernacular, and
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text differed according to their linguistic skills, since barbers and
surgeons who could not read Latin doubtlessly read the French
edition. French or Latin editions also might have appealed to
educated courtiers desiring humanist knowledge of the body, as well
as visual entertainment from high-quality fonts and images.
The plurality of medical audiences and languages used in
Estienne’s text strongly suggests that he was not writing strictly
for courtiers or learned physicians. Although he is sometimes
identified as a royal physician, there is in fact no evidence that
Charles Estienne, unlike his brother Robert, attended Francis I at
Fontainebleau.8 At the same time, however, he was clearly well
connected with courtly medical circles through both his brother and
his stepfather Simon de Colines, an illustrious printer of classical
and humanist texts, including the first widely disseminated editions
of the Greek medical writer Galen.9 As John Freeman has argued,
the medical culture at Fontainebleau combined a commitment
to medical experience with an interest in medical humanism,
focused on the study, translation, and interpretation of the works of
ancient writers, including a number of works largely or completely
unknown to medieval scholars. Being employed as a physician for
Francis I involved familiarity with Galenic medical facts as well as
entertaining the king with visual and literary sources.10
One of the principal centers for this kind of humanist textual
scholarship in Galenic medicine was the University of Paris, where
Cazes argues that it is a scholarly “continuation” of the Latin edition. It should be noted
that publishing this book in French would have opened up these ideas to lay readers beyond
the medical community, but there is little evidence for a broader audience for his work.
8 John Freeman, “Physicians and Humanists in the World of Francis I,” Journal of the
History of Medicine and Allied Sciences 30 (1975), 124-35 is based on extensive use of
archival sources. For Charles Estienne’s work at the University of Paris, consult Charles
Singer, A Prelude to Modern Science (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1946),
xv-xxii.
9 Kay Amert, “Intertwining Strengths: Simon de Colines and Robert Estienne,” Book
History 8 (2005), 1-10.
10 Freeman 132-134. This trend also occurred in Italy, as described by Vivian Nutton,
The Rise of Medical Humanism, Ferrara 1464-1555 (Oxford: Society for Renaissance
Studies, 1997).
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Charles Estienne received his medical training.11 The first edition
of Galen published by a French press appeared in 1514, when Henri
Estienne, Charles Estienne’s father, issued a very small collection of
his work.12 After this, Galenic texts flooded Parisian presses, thanks
to the efforts of Simon de Colines, Estienne’s stepfather and editor.13
Colines reprinted multiple editions of Galen between 1520 and 1546,
with the bulk of publication between 1530 and 1546, precisely the
years in which Estienne was compiling his book. Colines’ most
important publication in this area was the first printed edition of
Galen’s De Usu Partium (On the Use of Parts) in 1528, Galen’s
principal work of physiology, which was not widely disseminated in
medieval Europe, but which was foundational to Estienne’s work.14
Book III of De la Dissection relies very heavily on Galen’s De
Usu Partium, as Estienne himself indicates, noting that “we won’t
see anything in this part rashly professed outside of this author’s
(Galen’s) opinion.”15 By using the verb “to see” rather than the
verb “to read,” Estienne unites the visual and textual aspects of the
Galenic body.
Despite his reverence for De usu partium, Estienne
occasionally modifies Galen’s work in the third and final chapter
11 Singer xviii; Estienne received his M.D. in 1542 under the training of the learned
Greek A.J. Lascaris and Jacques DuBois (Sylvius) at the University of Paris.
12 Singer xv.
13 Singer xv; Huard unpaginated; Philippe Renouard, Bibliographie des Editions de Simon de Colines 1520-1546 (Nieuwkoop: B. De Graaf, 1962), 55, 65; Richard Durling, A
Chronological Census of Renaissance Editions and Translations of Galen (London, 1961).
The fifty-eight medical works that Colines published between 1520-1546 included fortysix editions of Galenic materials, eight editions of Hippocrates, and two editions by contemporary physicians. Most of these Galenic texts were editions of De usu partium, De
motu musculorum, and De facultatibus naturalibus, as well as a pamphlet based on Galen’s
Introductio seu Medicus. All four were printed in small, pocket-sized volumes designed
for students. Colines’ 1514 French Opera was not the first printed edition of Galen; there
were several Italian editions beginning in the 1490s. Colines’ Hippocratic publications
included the Aphorismi, De natura humana, De flatibus, De morbis epidemiis, and various
Hippocratic commentaries on Galen.
14 Renouard 489.
15 Estienne 282, “ne soyons veuz en ceste part avoir rien temairement proferé ou produict quit soit
oultre l’opinion & sentence dudict auteur.” Estienne does not cite any of his contemporaries.
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about women’s uteri.16 In his surgical section about women in the
Third Book, Estienne’s uterine cycles of life and death assume more
extreme overtones than in Galen’s De Usu Partium, where Galen
stresses that reproduction is first and foremost about “immortality”
through the propagation of animals. Because “anything composed
of arteries, veins, nerves, bones, and fleshes could not be made
incorruptible,” Nature found “a wonderful art whereby, when an
animal dies, she may always put a new one in its place.”17 By contrast,
Estienne does not discuss reproduction in terms of immortality and
the continuation of life, but instead refers exclusively to unfortunate
situations where either the mother or child is dead—situations of
special interest to his audience of barbers and surgeons, who were
entrusted with the relevant operations of saving newborn children or
extracting dead fetuses to save the mother’s life. Thus, Galen’s work
tends to be more theoretical, describing the structure and function of
the uterus and vagina, whereas Estienne also includes the hands-on
obstetrical procedures, instruments required by difficult childbirths,
often invoking the authority of midwives (sage-femmes).18
Specifically, Estienne’s surgical text graphically first
describes methods for extracting dead children out of living mothers
(to save the mother’s life), then extracting living children out of
dead mothers, and delivering twins closely nestled in the mother’s
uterus when one is alive and the other is dead. 19 After a lengthy
16 Estienne divided his book into a preface and three “books”—that is to say, three main sections
further divided into chapters, and illustrated the first two books exclusively with male bodies, devoted
respectively to bones, muscles, and body organs. The first book includes the definition of anatomy,
the skeleton, cartilage, joints, ligaments, nerves, membranes, muscles, glands, veins and arteries, skin,
nails and hair. The second book includes “the diversity of names of the exterior body parts” and includes illustrations of the lower abdomen and male genitalia, the upper abdomen (thorax), the tongue
and throat, the head, the brain. The third book includes the female genitalia, eyes; individually illustrated muscles detached from the rest of the body, the dorsal spine, the anatomical theater, and
dissection techniques. Notably, he only discusses surgical procedures involving the interrelationship
between life and death in sections about women.
17 Galen, On the Usefulness of Parts of the Body, tr. Margaret Tallmadge May (Ithaca: Cornell
University Press, 1968), 620-9. May’s translation corresponds to the first Latin edition published by
Simon de Colines, Galen, Opus de usu partium corporis humani magni cura ad exemplaris Graeci
veritatem castigatum, Nicolao Regio Calabrio interprete (Paris: Simon de Colines, 1528).

18 Estienne 297.
19 Estienne 284-291.
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discussion of the sensory organs, including the eyes, Estienne begins
his Third Book on women’s anatomy with life and death issues in
surgery, followed by issues of generation and corruption in anatomy,
combined with the significance of visually demonstrating these
concepts to the viewer:
We will describe, in the first place, the manner in which the
living child should be pulled outside of the body of the mother,
who is already dead. Then afterwards, we will show by which
means the dead child should be pulled from the mother, who is
still alive. After these things, we will proceed to the dissection
of the uterus, still full of its fruit (i.e., pregnant) . . . In order
to better explain and demonstrate these things to the eye, we
will propose to you by means of images everything inside the
woman’s body, beyond what’s found in the man.20

Estienne introduces the uterus as the ultimate location where
life and death are situated, as well as the place where fertility emerges
from corruption, and states that he will make these concepts visible
with images. In some respects, the uterus as a simultaneous site for
growth and decay was a familiar topos, and Estienne cites Galen
on many of these ideas. The uterus had long been understood as a
paradoxical organ: like the intestines, it was a site of putrefaction,
associated with uncleanliness and a certain lack of control. But
where the intestines only produced fecal matter, the uterus produced
menstrual blood, which was generally understood as even more toxic
and impure—the poisonous residue of food that the imperfect female
body was incapable of digesting fully. The menses could harm
others, since sex during menstruation was thought to be dangerous
to male partners, and it made women more vulnerable to illness
than men. One particularly serious illness in Galenic theory, the
suffocation of the uterus, resulted from the buildup of toxic menses
and female seed in the womb, which could lead to convulsions
and potentially, death. The best cure for uterine suffocation was
orgasm, and ultimately pregnancy; a sexually unsatisfied uterus was
20 Estienne 282, “Descriprons en premiere lieu la maniere comment il fauldra tirer
l’enfant vif hors du corps de la mere dejia morte: puis après mostrerons par quel moyen il
fauldra tirer l’enfant esteinct &mort/la mere estant encore vivante. Après lesquelles choses/ viendrons a la dissection de la matrice/encore pleine de son fruict…Pour mieulx donc
expliquer &demonstrer a l’oeil lesdictes choses/te proposerons par figures tout ce qui est
dens le corps de la femme/ oultre ce qui se trouve en l’homme.”
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dangerous and unhealthy, while a satisfied one was generative and
productive for the woman’s well-being.21
In Estienne’s book, there are attempts at visually separating
the problematic female reproductive system full of issues involving
growth, decay, and impurity from the courtly, eroticized bodies
that surround it. First, Estienne’s artists composed the figures and
background for his female images on anatomy on complete blocks,
based on the erotic Mannerist print series The Loves of the Gods,
which was very popular at the court of Francis I.22 Estienne’s re-use
of Caraglio’s Loves of the Gods is framed as a conscious choice.
Bette Talvacchia firmly identifies the visual relationship between
the Loves of the Gods and Estienne’s work, and she states that “with
expert knowledge in the fields of classical studies, medicine, and
printing, Charles Estienne was in a position to choose for his book
the elements that would combine the latest developments in science,
the most valued examples in art, and the most commercially viable
mode of publication.”23 In addition, the series was widely copied in
the sixteenth century because of its popularity and his appropriation
of these prints satisfied market demand. Finally, the artists hired and
directed by Estienne would not have been paid for their efforts if
they did not follow his instructions, so his use of erotica as the basis
for an anatomical text was almost certainly intentional.24 Although
Estienne does not acknowledge the artists involved in his production,
most scholars believe that the artists Jean “Mercure” Jollat, François
Jollat, and Geoffroy Tory are probably responsible for the bodies
and landscapes that surround the anatomical insets, since several of
21 Joan Cadden, Meanings of Sex Difference in the Middle Ages (Cambridge: Cambridge
University Press, 1993), 28, 42, 173-5, 250, 268; Helen King, Midwifery, Obstetrics, and
the Rise of Gynecology (Burlington, VT: Ashgate, 2007), 52-9.
22 Herrlinger 87; Kellett 74-89; Talvacchia, 161-87. Rosso Fiorentino and Perino del
Vaga drew the plates for this series, which Giovanni Jacopo Caraglio first printed in 1526.
Eight of Estienne’s figures come from this series, and the rest were probably inspired by
Jacopo Berengario di Carpi’s gravida figures.
23 Talvacchia 161.
24 Talvacchia 161-3.
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the images are blazoned with Tory’s Lorraine or Jerusalem cross and
Jollat’s mercury symbol (♀).25
Eight out of ten of these figures were then divided by cutting
a square section out of the original intact figure and inserting a
conspicuous block showing the organs in the process of dissection.
His project of visual division was incomplete, however, since two
images do not have any inset (see Images 5 and 6 below). Some
of Estienne’s figures of men also have this inset, but this visual
device signifies differently when it is applied to male bodies. The
penis, which did not have connotations of decay or corruption, is
occasionally contained within a printed inset that also includes
other organs from the upper body, such as the heart or lungs, which
often signified corporeal nobility in the Medieval and Renaissance
hierarchy of the body.26 Even when the penis is included within these
insets, it is extremely small or frequently unrecognizable because it
is dissected beyond visual recognition. Very often, it is not included
in the inset at all.
The printed insets in Estienne’s illustrations of women
consistently demonstrate both the uterus and external genitals, along
with other organs exclusively from the lower bodily stratum—the
intestines, which produced fecal matter, and the liver, which
generated potentially poisonous humors in the Galenic tradition.27
These insets never include any of the organs from the upper
body—the heart, brain, and lungs are never visually represented
in the illustrations of women. Although the heart, brain, and lungs
are implicitly present in the illustrations of men and women alike,
they are only on conspicuous visual display in the illustrations of
anatomized men.
25 Choulant 152-5; Huard unpaginated; Suzanne Boorsch, Grunwald Center for the
Graphic Arts 231-2, 475. Ludwig Choulant believes that Rosso Fiorentino, Jean Cousin,
or Jean Goujon are possibly the artists. Recently, Suzanne Boorsch has stylistically compared the work of Master I♀V (perhaps a printer named Jean Viset at Fontainebleau) with
Estienne’s anatomical text.
26 Jacques Le Goff, “Head or Heart? The Political Use of Bodily Metaphors in the
Middle Ages,” In Fragments for a History of the Human Body v. 3, ed. Michel Feher,
with Ramona Nadaff and Nadia Tazi (New York: Zone, 1989), 13-27.
27 Galen, On the Properties of Foodstuffs, trans. O.W. Powell and John Wilkins (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2003), 15-20.
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In his illustrations of women, Estienne focuses intensely
on the uterus and the surrounding organs that were considered
especially corrupt. Although all the insets include both the interior
and exterior parts of the external genitals within the inset, most
visually and textually minimize the vagina (col de matrice) and
labia and pubic mound relative to the uterus (matrice). The vaginal
neck found inside women’s bodies is never visually present in the
inset, being concealed by swags of cloth or scrolling forms that
separate it from the uterus, while the external genitalia are usually
quite small. By contrast, the uterus is emphasized and enlarged. The
breasts occupy an unusual position, half-in and half-out of Estienne’s
anatomical insets, reflecting their ambiguous status: although
intimately connected with the uterus—after birth the menses were
diverted to the breasts, where they were concocted into milk to feed
the infant—they were separate in both location and function in the
writings of Estienne and Galen.28
This difference in size, scale, and emphasis accentuates
the isolation of the uterus from the external genitals, which are
presented as distinct, divided forms. A good example of this is
Estienne’s second image, although it applies to all the others.
The large womb of a pregnant woman, designated by letter C, is
separated from the smaller external genitalia by three small strips
of flesh (letter A points to the bladder [vessie]). The vaginal neck
is invisible, although Estienne visually alludes to it in the carved
ornament engraved on the chest that the woman sits upon, showing a
lack of containment of sexual organs within the inset. This carving,
directly situated beneath the anatomized woman’s genitals, loosely
resembles Estienne’s conceptions of the vagina, with one opening at
the top (to the uterus) and one at the bottom (to the external genitals).
Off to the right-hand side of the bench, in another vaginally-shaped
wooden carving with two circular forms flanking a columnar shape,
Estienne also symbolically depicts the notion that there are ultimately
only two chambers in the uterus, despite the theoretical notion of
28 Marilyn Yalom, A History of the Breast (New York: Alfred A. Knopf, 1997), 49-91,
205-41; Estienne 302; Galen [1968], 625-7, 638-9, 712-15.
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there being seven.29 The mercury symbol (♀) above the uterine
chambers is most likely the insignia of the artist Jean “Mercure,”
or perhaps Master I♀V. Inscription of the male artist’s name upon
female genitalia emphasizes that the body is mapped and controlled
as intellectual property.

Image 2: Second image representing a pregnant uterus, the bladder, and intestines

For Estienne the female body becomes a site of male
intellectual conquest involving a rebirth of surgical skill, knowledge,
and valuable information that emerges from death. This is the case
in his discussion of a cesarean section, a procedure that literally
involves the separation of a living child from a dead mother. He
29 Estienne 301-02.
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differentiates the female body from the male body as a site where
the surgeon must use his senses and wit to be especially attentive to
life and death issues:
In this manner, you will openly see and discern everything
that you will need to know about inside the womb without
corrupting or destroying anything that could be used to further
this knowledge. And…it (e.g., the dissection) mustn’t be done
before it is known to you, and absolutely certain, if the child is
still alive or dead. And if you know by the pulsation or exterior
apperception of the pulses that the child might still be alive,
when the mother is at the point of death, and before she casts
the last breath, you must prop her mouth open with a small
gag made in a triangular form… To this end, the child will not
suffocate because it can receive air.30

The dead, pregnant female body is presented as the location
where life and death converge and must be carefully separated. The
body is carefully incised with a circular cut, and the dead woman’s
mouth is propped open so that the living child can receive air in the
womb, relating to the Hippocratic idea of the woman as an open
tube where substances easily flow in and out of the body.31 The
pregnant uterus becomes a demonstration of the surgeon’s skill, a site
where hidden knowledge must be intricately opened and revealed,
and only after the life and death status of the mother and child has
been discerned through the surgeon’s acute sensory perception.
Knowledge itself is easily corruptible in Estienne’s model, as one
misplaced cut could destroy not just the life of a newborn child,
but also valuable surgical information about the most secret and
inaccessible part of the female body. If a male surgeon could
overcome these surgical mishaps and gain intellectual mastery over
the extreme complexity of the uterus, then by extension he could
easily become informed about less complicated bodily organs.32
30 Estienne 286, “En ceste maniere verras apertement & discerneras tout ce qui sera
necessaire a cognoistre au dedens de la matrice: sans rien corrompre ou gaster de ce qui
pourroit duyre& server a cestedicte congnoissance. Et…elle ne se doibt faire/devant qu’il
te soit notoire&du tout certain si l’enfant est encore vif ou mort. Et si tu congnois par
la pulsation ou apercepuance exterieure du poulx/que ledicte enfant soit encore vivante:
adonc te fault/la mere estant a l’article de la mort/&devant elle iette le dernier souspir/luy
tenir la bouche ouverte/avec ung petit baillon faict en triangle…a celle fin que l’enfant ne
soit suffoqué ou estouffé a faulte de povoir prendre ou recepvoir vent.
31 Leslie Dean Jones, Women’s Bodies in Classical Greek Science (New York: Oxford
University Press, 1994), 73.
32 Katharine Park, Secrets of Women: Gender, Generation, and the Origins of Human
Dissection (N.Y.: Zone Books, 2006), introduction. This historical concept discussed by
Katharine Park involves the idea that the uterus is the most difficult and secretive part of
the body to comprehend, in part because women were not dissected as often as men and
also because women were believed to hoard this knowledge for their own purposes.
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In dissecting the uterus, the wit and observational skills of
the surgeon had to be carefully applied at all times. The anatomical
and obstetrical instruments that appear in several of Estienne’s
images served the intellectual acumen of the anatomist—while the
instruments separated life from death, the surgeon was required
to differentiate these two states and act appropriately. Indeed,
Estienne’s description of a good surgeon includes characteristics of
cleverness and experience with the fragmented body, as well as the
ability to create a coherent body of knowledge from the consideration
of dead, disparate organs. He notes that the surgeon must be nimble
and intelligent in order to distinguish the bladder from the uterus
within a tangled mass of body organs, arteries, and nerves, stating
that one who does not know the difference “merits the name of
flayer rather than surgeon.”33 At the same time, he acknowledges
the distress attendant on seeing things that one is not accustomed to
during obstetrical and anatomical procedures.34
The unsightly and gruesome act of separating a dead child
from a living mother’s uterus by extracting it through the vagina is
also considered a valuable skill in Estienne’s text, as he writes in
the following section. In this case, the living mother’s womb must
be preserved so that she can “still receive natural semen and bear
children as she needs to.”35 Hence, the contents of the womb are
divided into fragments with the assistance of instruments so that the
mother will survive:
We have found a way to split the child by the stomach and the chest
by pulling at its entrails, so that it comes out in smaller pieces.
Then afterwards, we spear the parts with a hooked needle to pull
them outside more easily, the first and consequently the others.
And in supporting one of our knees against the edge of the bed, we
can take it out as easily as possible. For the hand alone will hardly
be satisfactory enough in such work. And note indeed in this place
that if you pull out the child in this way, never forget the umbilical
cord or afterbirth enfolded within, nor leave behind a sole piece
[of the child’s body] in the [mother’s] body, no matter how small it
may be, because of inconveniences that may arise. And this is the
way to pull the dead child outside of the living mother’s body to
conserve the mother’s health and to keep her womb intact.36
33 Estienne 313, “meriter le nom d’escorcheur, que de chirurgien.”
34 Estienne 281, 287, 289, 313, “veue des choses qu’ilz ne leur sont accoustumées.”
35 Estienne 286, “tellement que puis apres elle puisse encore recepvoir semence naturelle &porter enfant si besoing est.”
36 Estienne 288, “Eussions trouvé le moyen de fendre l’enfant par le ventre & par la
poictrine pour luy tirer les entrailles: a fin qu’il feust plus menu au sortir. Puis après avec le
crochet forchu eussions empoigné les parties plus aisées a tirer hors les premieres & conse-
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The uterus in this case is subject to two different types of
fragmentation—separation of the dead child from the living mother
and dismembering the fetus itself with medical instruments, because
leaving part of the placenta or fetus in the uterus was a dangerous
and well-known cause of maternal post-partum death. There is an
attentive diligence involved in separating every last bit of the child
from the mother, not to leave the smallest piece of death in a body
that is still capable of generation and reproduction. This is true
of the child and the afterbirth, which was considered to be more a
part of the child than the mother in Estienne’s text. The afterbirth is
discussed as being primarily composed of the urachus and amnios,
tenuously attached to the pregnant mother with an umbilical cord:
These two tunics, dependent on the afterbirth, are deployed
in covering the child . . . Still, it’s to be noted that between
each of them, and in the capacity that they contain, there is a
large quantity of humors different from each other, as much in
abundance as in color . . . And as for the generation and nature
of the humors, it’s certain that these are engendered from the
child’s urine and the others from its sweat . . . Likewise, the
intervals between the branches are filled by the liver’s substance
like a basket or small bed.37

Urine and sweat exude from the child, and these poisonous
excremental materials fill the afterbirth that covers the child in
the womb, which is a thoroughly Galenic concept.38 Even though
these substances are protective and assist in the child’s nourishment
and growth, they are also deadly, which is why Estienne insists on
quemment les aultres:& en arrestant l’ung de noz genoulx contre le bord du lict/l’eussions
emporté plus legierement que faire nous eust esté possible. Car la seule main n’eust peu
bonnement satissaire a tel ouvrage. Et note bien en cest endroit qu’en quelque moyen que
tu tires l’enfant/iamais ne fault lascher le nombril que la secondine ne s’ensuyue sans en
laisser une seule piece dens le corps tant soit elle petite/ a cause des inconveniens qui en
pourroient advenir. Est telle est la maniere de tirer l’enfant mort hors du corps de la mere
vivante/pour conserver la santé de ladicte mere. Et reserver la matrice son entiere.”
37 Estienne 297-8, “Ces deux tuniques dependentes de la secondine/sont envoyées a la
couverture de l’enfant…Encor est a noter qu’entre chascune d’icelles/& en la capacité
qu’elles contiennent/y a grand quantité d’humeurs differentes l’une de l’aultre/ tant en
abundance qu’en couleur…Et quant a la generation & nature desdictes humeurs/il est certain que les unes sont engendrées des urines de l’enfant:& les aultres/ des sueurs d’iceluy…
Tellemet que les intervalles qui sont entre lesdictz rameaux/sont rempliz par ladicte substance du foye/en facon comme d’ung couffin ou petit lict.”
38 Galen [1968], 59, 661, 665, 667-9.
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removing every last bit from a living body. The “liver’s substance”—
the poisonous humors concocted within the liver—even fills the
smallest intervals between the various parts of the afterbirth that
are compared to a couffin, or straw basket, a term with multiple
connotations that simultaneously suggest fecundity and death.
Although the word couffin has been transformed into the English
word for “coffin,” in Renaissance France it also referred to a type
of straw basket used to carry fruit and flowers, symbolizing fertility.
Notably Estienne also refers to the pregnant womb as being “full of
fruit,” a common Renaissance trope.39 The term couffin also refers
to a straw basket or bassinet for carrying babies, and is still in use
today. In this way, Estienne creates an unsettling image of a safe
container for infants with toxic substances within, contrasting the
cradle with the grave.
Estienne describes the afterbirth as a site that negotiates the
boundaries between life and death, but also as a valuable educational
tool that provides visual clues about the causes of death in utero. The
ability to locate and assess these somatic clues doubtlessly required
years of training the eye so that a surgeon would know what to look
for when creating a convincing account of a patient’s death, and this
process required a strong set of optical skills developed in tandem
with the haptic, surgical experience of the body. Estienne insists
that dividing life from death and settling the causes of mortality
are jobs for male surgeons, and hesitant, confused midwives and
mothers must turn to them to find out if the cause of death is “the
mother’s fault or because of some external accident.”40 To discover
whether or not the infant’s death is the mother’s fault, Estienne
39 The word “couffin” has multiple associations. In Godefroy’s Dictionnaire de l’ancienne
langue française, it means a basket for fruit, “une petite corbeille ou panier à fruits,” but
also a coffin in terms of a “basket” for a dead body, “un corps en son coffin.” Frédéric
Godefroy, Dictionnaire de l’ancienne langue française et des tous ses dialects du 9e au
15e siècles (Paris: Champion Électonique, 2004), entry for “COFIN,” s.m, coufin, couffin, cophin.” Applications of this idea can be found in Jacques Gélis, Arbre et le fruit: la
naissance dans l’occident moderne (Paris : Fayard, 1984) and Rebecca Zorach, Blood,
Milk, Ink, Gold: Abundance and Excess in the French Renaissance (Chicago: University
of Chicago Press, 2005) especially 4-7, 85.
40 Estienne 289, “la faulte de la mere/ ou a cause de quelque accident exterieure.”
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recommends stretching out the afterbirth with the hands to “carefully
consider all the parts in the light of the sun or of a candle” to look for
irregularities, such as lumps, bruises, broken areas, or protrusions.
If these incriminating markings appeared on the afterbirth, then it
was probably the mother’s fault.41
In addition to describing the visual manifestations of death
inscribed on the uterus as a series of bumps and livid bruises,
Estienne also turns his autopsies into educational experiences by
insisting that this visual information should be openly shown to
surgical assistants so that they would eventually develop the visual
experience so vital to the discipline of surgery.42 Although Estienne
initially seems to be fascinated with life and death coexisting in the
womb, he is also interested in separating them, finding the cause of
death, and asserting the skill of male surgeons, whom he admonishes
to learn this material with their hands as opposed to using medicines
or antidotes, to work quickly, to lack pity and a trembling hand,
and to be “very sure, and very nimble, and very experienced with
the numerous workings of the body,” for “otherwise there would be
great danger for the living mother and the child.”43
Estienne emphasizes that surgery involves saving life
from death with quick and nimble fingers guided by precise visual
perception, unlike anatomy, which primarily focuses on learning
about bodily structures from dissecting dead corpses. In contrast
to the first and only image in Estienne’s book that illustrates a
caesarean section performed on a dead mother to save a living child,
41 Estienne 289, “le bien considerer de toutes partz ou a la lueur du soleil / ou de la
chandelle.”
42 Estienne 289. This is early example of an historical narrative that continued into the
seventeenth and eighteenth centuries in France, in which the visual politics of bodily display and masculine authority coincided with medical experience. Lianne Mc Tavish has
written about this at great length in several articles and a book. Lianne Mc Tavish, “On Display: Portraits of Seventeenth-Century Men Midwives,” Social History of Medicine 2001
(14), 389-415; Lianne Mc Tavish, “Blame and Vindication in the Early Modern Birthing
Chamber,” Medical History 50 (2006): 447–64; Lianne Mc Tavish, Childbirth and the
Display of Authority in Early Modern France (London: Ashgate, 2005).
43 Estienne 289 “bien seure/& bien legiere & fort exercitée en plusieurs ouvertures de
corps”… “aultrement y auroit grand danger pour la mere vivante & pour l’enfant.”
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the remainder of women and children that are visually represented in
the anatomical section are all dead.44 In subsequent sections about
uterine anatomy, distinct from surgery, Estienne moves away from
separating death and life, increasingly focusing on the subdivisions
between the various parts of the female genitalia and the attendant
issues of generation and corruption, pleasure and pain.
Anatomical Conceptions: Sexing the Image and Text

After these passages about surgical procedures that separate
life from death, the reader turns to the anatomical section, which
primarily involves the structure of the uterus, as well as concerns
about humoral generation and corruption in the uterus divided from
vaginal sexual pleasure, a topic that never appears in the surgical
section. Following Galen, Estienne also expounds upon the womb
as the site where dangerous monthly humors are purged, not merely
a place where children gestate for nine months.45 Estienne and Galen
believe that women are especially susceptible to disease and illness
because of the buildup of toxic humors in the uterus, which cause
a host of specifically female diseases. Estienne differs from his
classical source regarding the nature of this toxic buildup, however.
Whereas Galen argues that female seed was the most dangerous fluid
to be retained within the body, Estienne, following the Diseases of
Women and the Aphorisms, both attributed to Hippocrates, identifies
the menses—the bloody waste product of the imperfect female
digestive system—as the root of the problem.46 In general, Estienne
follows both Galen and Hippocrates in identifying the uterus as the
organ “most subject to many illnesses, as much for the difficulty of
giving birth, as well as for the menstruum ordinarily passing through
this place. And for this reason, the true anatomist ought to treat this
part diligently.”47
44 Estienne 289, “aux descriptions & figures qui s’ensuyuent/ le corps de la mere estre
mort/& pareillement celuy de l’enfant.
45 Galen [1968], 624.
46 Helen King, Hippocrates’ Women (New York: Routledge, 1998), 33.
47 Estienne 313, “ceste cy (i.e., “la matrice”) est la plus subiecte a beaucoup de maulx:
tant pour la difficulté des enfantemenz, comme aussy pour ce que les menstrues passent
ordinairement par cest endroit. Et pour ceste cause, doibt estre diligemment traictée ceste
partie par le vray anatomiste”; Estienne might have obtained some of his Hippocratic ideas
from Rabelais. Rabelais published Hippocrates’ Aphorisms in 1532, which contains case
studies about the dangers of menstrual blood. See François Rabelais, Hippocratis ac Galeni libri aliquot ex recognitione Francisci Rabelaesi (Lyons: Gryphius: 1532). Simon de
Colines also published editions of the Aphorisms in 1524 and 1532.
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Galen is also responsible for Estienne’s comparison between
male and female genitalia, with the female organs being the most
corrupt. This initially paints a picture of textual—and sexual—
similitude rather than separation. Still, a gendered division still
existed between male and female bodies because the uterus conjured
up far greater concerns about impurity and corruption than the penis.
For Galen’s and Estienne, women’s sexual organs were the inverted
but analogous counterpart of the penis and testicles. As Galen put it,
“in women the parts are within (the body), whereas in men they are
outside…Consider first whichever ones you please, turn outwards
the woman, turn inwards, so to speak, and fold double the man’s,
and you will find them the same in both in every respect.” For
Estienne, as for Galen, the penis corresponded to the vagina (col
de matrice), and the testicles corresponded to the uterus (matrice).
The uterus and vagina were actually two separate entities in this
model, but the female “testicles,” now called ovaries, were part of
the uterine apparatus.48 Like Galen, Estienne describes the vagina
as the part of the body that extends from the cervix to the labia, the
organ that corresponds to a man’s rod:49
Now we describe the lower part of the uterus, which includes
the neck (i.e., vagina) and its shameful member (i.e., the external
genitals). These are the parts that exactly correspond to the
virile member (man’s penis).What is hidden inside of a woman
is similar in appearance to what is external in men. This means
that the foreskin of men’s members corresponds with women’s
shameful part (membre honteux)…by this means you will say that
there is nothing more in men than in women.50
48 Galen [1968], 629. This sixteenth-century trend of perceiving women’s genitals as
an inverted version of men’s (also known as the the “one-sex body”) has been discussed
in detail by Thomas Laqueur’s Making Sex: Body and Gender from the Greeks to Freud
(Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 1990)
49 Estienne 309.
50 Estienne 314, “Descripvions a present le bas de la matrice/lequel comprend le col
&member honteux d’icelle: qui sont les parties aulcunement correspondents au member
viril: ce qui est cache par dedens aux femmes/ semble que ce soit le mesme de ce qui
sort aux homes par dehors: qui fait que le prepuce du member des homes se rapporte du
member honteux des femmes…Par ce moyen, tu pourras dire/qu’iln’y a rien d’avantage a
l’homme qu’a la femme.”
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In Galen and Estienne’s models, although women’s bodies
are analogous to men’s, they are nonetheless inferior and somewhat
separate. The uterus and vagina were further divided into two
parts, and there were even gendered subdivisions within the uterus
itself. Following Galen, Estienne divides the left side of the uterus,
gendered as feminine since it produced weaker, female children,
from the right, masculine side that produced perfect men. For
Estienne, male children are conceived from strong male and female
seed that springs from the flawless, right-hand testicles.51
In general, Estienne writes about the matrice (uterus) and
col de matrice (vagina) with great ambivalence, giving a sinister
and disquieting representation of the uterus as an independent,
dangerous, even predatory animal that threatens the woman’s health,
which has more in common with Platonic and Hippocratic ideas
than Galenic ones.52 Although he praises the uterus, noting that “the
grandeur and magnitude of this part has no equal in the whole body,
he nonetheless likens it, following Plato and Hippocrates, to an
animal with a great appetite and attractive virtue for semen in order
to “engender a lineage,” as well as the place where monthly buildups
of toxic humors are expurgated if a woman is not pregnant.53 Similar
to Estienne, but in a much more comic and lighthearted literary
context, François Rabelais describes the uterus as a small, “terrible”
out of control animal that wandered around the body unless it was
satisfied by sex or pregnancy in his Tiers Livre of 1546:54
51 Estienne 302.
52 Park ch. 2; King 230-40. According to King, Galen explicitly rejects this idea for the
most part, although in his work To Glaucon he says “later commentators are free to reinstate it.” By this, he means that although he might not accept its validity, he can appreciate
that others might in the future.
53 Estienne 291, 309, “Car a cedict orifice y a une vertu attractive de la semence
naturelle: qui a fait que Platon nomma la matrice une beste/ayant appétit d’engendrer &
faire lignée.” Estienne explicitly refers to Plato, not Hippocrates, even though this is also
a Hippocratic idea.
54 Rabelais received his doctorate of medicine at the University of Montpellier and
practiced for ten years (1536-46). His training, like Estienne’s, involved familiarity with
humanism, Galenic, and Hippocratic works, and he edited the Hippocratic Aphorisms in
1532, which shows a keen interest in women’s medicine. Very often, his medical interests
coincided with his literary works in the humanist tradition of combining entertainment
with medicine. For more information on these points, see Jean Plattard, The Life of François Rabelais, tr. Louis P. Roche (London: Frank Cass & Co., 1968), 182-207.
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In a secret and intestinal place, a certain animal or member that is
not in man, in which are engendered frequently certain humors,
brackish, nitrous, voracious, acrid, mordant, shooting, and
bitterly tickling, by which the painful prickling and wiggling of
which—for this member is extremely nervous and sensitive—
the entire female body is shaken, all the senses ravished, all
the passions carried to a point of repletion, and all thrown into
confusion. To such a degree that, if nature had not rouged their
heads with a tint of shame, you would see them running about
the streets like mad women…on the day of their Bacchanalia.
And this, for the reason that this terrible animal that I am telling
you about is so very intimately associated with the principal
parts of the (female) body, as anatomy teaches us.55

The uterus, wandering around the “lower bodily stratum”
with complete abandon, exuding repulsive humoral substances,
causes women to behave like uncontrollable bacchantes. Like an
animal, the uterus has a mind of its own and it wanders, attaching
itself to the spleen, liver, or brain, causing illness, suffocation, and
even death.56 Galen explicitly rejects this idea in De Usu Partium
and De Interioribus (On Interior Things), pointing out that the
uterus is immobilized in the abdomen by a set of strong ligaments.57
Estienne’s treatment of this topic shows his inability to let go of older,
non-Galenic ideas in order to adopt Platonic and popular sixteenthcentury ideas. Rather, he splits the difference, acknowledging the
existence of the uterine ligaments, but emphasizing their thinness
and flexibility, warning the aspiring surgeon, “you must understand
that all of these ligaments in question are weak and free. For this
reason, it’s the natural tendency of the aforementioned uterus to
move about in various ways, or to change size and shape.”58 In this
55 François Rabelais, Tiers Livre, ed. LeFranc (Paris: Champion, 1913), 245. “En lieu secret et intestine, un animal, un membre, lequel n’est en hommes,on quel quelques foys sont
engendrées certaines humeurs salses,nitreuses, bauracineuses, acres, mordicantes,lancinan
tes,chatouillantes amerement,par la poincture et fretillement douloureux des quelles(car ce
membre est tout nerveux et de vif sentement)tout le corps est en elles esbranlé, tous les sens
raviz, toutes affections interinées, tous pensemens confonduz; de maniere que, si nature
ne leurs eust arrousé le front d’un peu de honte.Vous les voiriez comme forcenées courir
l’aiguillette,plus espovantablement que ne feirent oncques les proetides…au jour de leurs
Bacchanales,par ce que cestuy terrible animal a colliguance à toutes les parties principales
du corps, comme est evident en l’anatomie.”
56 Cadden 28, 42, 173-5, 250, 268.
57 Park [2006], 113. De interioribus was the title given to both medieval Latin versions
of Galen’s De locis affectis.
58 Estienne 292. “Ces ligamentz dont est question/sont lasches& liberes: a raison qu’il
estoit de necessité que ladicte matrice se retournast & remuast en plusieurs manieres/ou
changeast souvent de grandeur & figure.”
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way he reinforces the identity of the uterus as an entity that oscillates
between human and animal, generation and corruption.
This combination of animal and human forms in the uterus
has a visual counterpart in Estienne’s illustrations—Estienne often
includes animals in his prints of women in close proximity to the
uterus. In Estienne’s eighth illustration about the uterine ligaments,
a bird grasps a ligament in its beak and pulls it forcefully outside
the contours of her body, suggesting the inability of the inset to
completely contain the uterus.

Image 3: Eighth illustration
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In this image, as evident in the detail below, the bird’s head
and the viscera intermesh, a popular sixteenth-century connection,
since poets and songwriters cleverly conflated genitalia with birds in
sixteenth-century carnivalesque traditions.59

Image 3: detail of inset, demonstrating uterine vessels, with a bird

Estienne’s nude in his fourth illustration (see Image 4 below)
places her arms at the sides of her head at softly curved angles that
strongly recall the handles of the vase below her. Textually, however,
this image is about exposure and separation of the afterbirth. The
swag on the vase echoes the strip of flesh deliberately and artfully
peeled away to reveal her uterus. The vase itself alludes to the idea
that the womb can wander outside of the printed inset, if not the
body, since the shape of the vessel mimics a uterus with handles as
“seminal vessels” and the bearded men as ovaries.60 A grotesque
bird off to the side looks at this uncontrolled spectacle and squawks
in horror, once again drawing subtle connections between women’s
genitals and animals.
59 Kate Van Orden, “Sexual Discourse in the Parisian Chanson: A Libidinous Aviary,”
Journal of the American Musicological Society 48 (1995), 4-9.
60 Laqueur 131.
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Image 4

The lack of containment and control present in Rabelais’
grotesque literary description of the uterus also assumes an explicit
visual form in Estienne’s ninth illustration (see Image 5 below),
ironically because the containing inset is visually absent. The
lack of a containing inset permits stronger corporeal associations
between the uterus, the intestines, and the rest of the feminine form.
Several parts of the intestines exceed the contours of the body and
tumble onto the pillows, and indeed the entirety of this anatomized
woman’s body also suggests a complete lack of inhibition, since
she falls backwards onto a decorative, draped bed, spreading her
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legs open with abandon. Her miniscule vagina is barely visible, and
instead her gaping body cavity with a scrolling intestinal form, a
liver, and a strategically split uterus presents the primary focal point.
The indecorously exposed viscera and genitals are offset by delicate
decorations of leafy fronds and cornucopias with fertile fruits and
flowers surrounding the cartouche that graphically describes the
inner recesses of the incised uterus. A hybrid feline-acanthus scroll
bedpost gazes intently and directly at the woman’s opened genitalia,
further alluding to its animalistic nature.

Image 5

These Platonic views about the uterus as a destructive animal
that could wander and cause fatalities probably accounts for Estienne
sharpening the divisions between the uterus (matrice), the vagina
(col de la matrice), and the external genitalia (parties honteuses),
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found in Galen’s writings. While Estienne emphasizes the deadly
difficulties of pregnancy in his first two sections, the vagina and
external genitals are never discussed in these sections, only the
membranes surrounding the pregnant womb. In the third section,
describing uterine anatomy, the uterus is presented as entangled with
the intestines, which are neatly packed around the womb, to hold it
in place. The connection between the pregnant womb and the colon
is even stronger, since it “completely touches” and “surrounds” the
large intestine owing to its “larger and more inflated” state, stressing
the close proximity of life and death in the corrupted, undigested
bodily wastes of the intestines and flourishing life in the pregnant
uterus.61 Estienne also compares the uterus with a bladder, saying that
they are “entirely similar in appearance,” conjuring up associations
with urine, yet another corrupt bodily by-product.62

The vagina, however, only “garnishes” the uterus in this
section, implying a decorative and supplementary connotation. It
is separate from the structure and function of the womb, and the
external genitals are not connected to the uterus by ligaments, but
are “consumed in its fat.”63 Estienne therefore notes how easy it
is to separate the vagina from the uterus: “This (i.e., the uterus)
can always be easily lifted and separated from the aforementioned
part, providing that it has been so finely made and conjoined with
the aforementioned neck that it seems to be the same substance.”64
The uterus is “finely conjoined” to the vagina, but also very easily
detached from it. Although these parts “seem” to be made of the
same material, they are not, since Estienne next describes the
divergent anatomical composition of the uterus and the vagina in
separate sections. The phallic “uterine neck,” composed of “hard,
61 Estienne 291.
62 Estienne 291.
63 Estienne 291.
64 Estienne 292, “Laquelle toutesfoys se peult facilement lever & separer de ladicte
partie: nonobstant qu’elle soit si exactement concreée & conioncte avec ledicte col/qu’il
semble que ce soit une meme substance.”
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white cartilaginous flesh,” contrasts markedly with the spongy,
bloody, fleshy substance of the uterus, which caused numerous
fatalities for women.65
This division allows Estienne to separate the serious issues
of generation and corruption that coalesce in the uterus from the
pleasures of sex.66 For Galen, it is a whole-body experience, while
for Estienne it is about stimulating the external genitals, which are
separate from the uterus and the rest of the body. Galen describes
sex as extremely pleasurable, explaining how “the instruments
for conception” are joined “with a remarkable faculty to produce
pleasure.”67 He does not situate this pleasure solely in the sexual
organs, however, but primarily in the bodily humors:
I must next tell why a very great pleasure is coupled with the
exercise of the generative parts and a raging desire precedes
their use in all animals at their prime…Reflect with me on the
sort of things that happen when…serous humors are heated, as
they frequently are, especially when acrid humors collect under
the skin of the animal and then itch and make it scratch and
enjoy the scratching.68

Thus for Galen, the transfer and heating of serous humors
within the body as a whole, including the uterus, ovaries, and sexual
“instruments,” furnishes the primary cause of female arousal.69
Accordingly, he deemphasizes the role of the external genitalia
in this process, describing the purposes of this clitoris and labia
as strictly “ornamental” and “protective, since they prevent the
“female pudendum…from being chilled.”70 The external genitalia
have a protective function, whereas orgasmic pleasure is situated in
the entire body.
65 Estienne 314.
66 Estienne 307-10.
67 Galen [1968], 622.
68 Galen [1968], 640.
69 Galen [1968], 640.
70 Galen 660; Katharine Park, “The Rediscovery of the Clitoris: French Medicine and
the Tribade,” in The Body in Parts: Fantasies of Corporeality in Early Modern Europe,
ed. Carla Mazzio and David Hillman (New York: Routledge, 1997), 171-93.
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For Estienne, in contrast, while women’s exterior genitals
(the clitoris and labia) retain these functions, they also become
the primary site of physical pleasure in sex, rather than the entire
body. Thus the clitoris has a “glandular function . . . to enclose,
retain, and receive some humidity in its natural sponginess,” and the
labia prevent the uterus from getting cold, but they are also organs
of “pleasure and delectation,” especially when certain “pleats or
wrinkles” are “rubbed together.”71 In this case, it is very likely that
he is discussing rubbing the labia and clitoris together, since he
describes these parts as “situated at the base of the neck, towards the
shameful member.”72 He also describes the overall phallic shape of
the vagina as “pleasing.”73 Situating sexual pleasure in the exterior
trappings of the clitoris and labia permits their division from the
uterus, laden with sober connotations of corruption.
Estienne’s final illustration (see Image 6 below) represents
the external genitals. The woman opens her legs to reveal her
external genitalia, and she is surrounded by instruments—a syringe
to inject curative remedies directly into the uterus (metrenchyte), a
hooked needle (crotchet) to extract a dead fetus to save the mother’s
life, and a speculum—which serve to penetrate or render visible
the recesses of the vagina; these remain invisible to the viewer in
this particular image, which lacks the inset of the others, creating a
tension between what is seen and unseen. The external genitalia are
visually separate from the matrice and col de matrice. The woodcut’s
caption recalls that the visible aspects of the external genitalia are
only “partial” depictions, and that it “depends on the description of
the uterus” to make any sense.74 This caption textually separates
71 Estienne 314-315. En oultre/se trouvent au bas dudict col/vers la partie honteuse/
aulcunes rides ou repliz semblables a ce qu lon voit au dessus du palais d’ung beuf…sans
que lesdictes rides baillent quelque plaisir & delectation au frayer des deux parties l’une
contre l’aultre…(elle) apparente a la partie superieure dudict member/faisant office comme
d’une glande: c’est a scavoir de confermer/arrester/& recepvoir quelque humidité dens sa
spongiosité naturelle.”
72 Estienne 314, see footnote 47, “(elles) se trouvent au bas dudict col/vers la partie
honteuse.”
73 Estienne 315.
74 Estienne 312.
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the external and internal parts of the vagina, although it vaguely
reintegrates the vagina with the uterus through further, non-specific
textual references. In a striking contrast with the uterus, the text
about the external genitals refers to sexual pleasure, and this is the
first visual representation of the clitoris, which Estienne identified as
a primary site of women’s enjoyment in sex in Western anatomy.75

Image 6: last image demonstrating external genitalia, with surgical instruments

Along with separating the uterus from the external genitals,
Estienne separates male from female bodies. While Galen discusses
male and female reproduction together in chapters fourteen and
fifteen of De Usu Partium, Estienne places women’s anatomy,
including the pregnant and non-pregnant uterus, the vagina, and
associated obstetrical procedures in their own separate chapter,
which also includes brief sections on the eye and the display of the
75 Park [1997], 171-93.
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dissected body in anatomical theaters, which were widely understood
as visual, performative, and medical sites of knowledge in the
Renaissance.76 Although Estienne also discusses individual muscles
and the dorsal spine in the Third Book, he places a strong emphasis
on the connections between the uterus and vision, as we have already
seen in his visual representations and his textual emphasis on sight
and display. Ordering the Third Book like this and persistently
including visual themes within its organizational contours suggests
female genitalia are associated with sight and display. Estienne’s
combined interests in the eyes, visuality, and female genitalia are
perhaps unsurprising, since Galen thoroughly integrates concepts of
vision into his description of the one-sex body:
In fact, you could not find a single male part left over that had not
simply changed its position; for the parts that are inside in woman
that are outside in man. You can see something like this in the eyes
of the mole, which have vitreous and crystalline humors and the
tunics that surround these and grow out from the meninges, as I have
said, and they have these just as much as animals make use of their
eyes. The mole’s eyes, however, do not open nor do they project but
are left there imperfect and remain like the eyes of other animals
when these are still in the uterus.77

The imperfect, inverted, closed eyes of the mole are
structurally similar to the uterus, presenting yet another example
of tenuous animal-human boundaries in Estienne’s Third Book.
76 Giovanna Ferrari, “Public Anatomy Lessons and the Carnival: The Anatomy Theatre
of Bologna,” Past and Present 117 (1987), 50-106; Jan C. Rupp, “Matters of Life and
Death: The Social and Cultural Conditions of the Rise of Anatomical Theatres, with Special
Reference to Seventeenth Century Holland,” History of Science 28 (1990), 263-87. The
anatomy theater at Bologna was probably in use in 1639, but was extended and perfected
until 1737. This type of theater is analyzed in the context of early modern theatrical, visual, and architectural traditions, and the performative aspect of anatomy is foregrounded.
Ferrara mentions that dissectors often pandered to the public with dramatic antics, and that
there was sometimes music played as well. Rupp looks at the development of the anatomy
theater in the 17th century Dutch republic as a center not only for dissection, but all sorts
of other cultural discourses. The Dutch anatomy theater as a cultural center included a
display of vanitas paintings and memento mori messages in art and textual labels, natural
history specimens and curiosities, and how they are connected to later 17th century Dutch
anatomy paintings by Rembrandt and others. Various anatomy theaters were established
at Leiden in 1597, at Delft in 1614, and in Amsterdam in 1619, usually for physicians and
surgeons, but also open to the general public. There were issues of aesthetics even in selecting dead bodies for the anatomy, since the ideal body was young, male, and rather large, so
that the body parts could be seen from far away.
77 Galen [1968], 629.
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Although moles’ eyes were described as not being fully developed
but still physically present, slightly blind but still able to see since
the time of Aristotle, Galen grafts this concept onto the uterus and
therefore turns it into a hybrid organ associated with visuality.78 And
yet, the sort of vision that is integrated with the female genitalia is
also associated with blindness, imperfection, and invisibility. Similar
to Galen’s Aristotelian reference, Estienne’s images of the female
body betray an inability to visualize every aspect of life and death
pertaining to the uterus, even as they voyeuristically emphasize the
significance of sight.
Conclusion: Scholars, Voyeurs,
and the Framing of Textual Knowledge

Estienne’s fifth image stresses the importance of sight, (see Image

7 below) with a tiny peeping tom in a balcony peering intensely
through his spectacles. While it is difficult to determine precisely
what he looks at, his gaze seems to rest on the back of the magnificent
chair upon which the anatomized woman sits. The back of the chair
has a decidedly vaginal appearance—the two scrolling forms at the
top mimic fallopian tubes, and the recessed cavity flanked by two
columns recalls the uterine neck (col). The peeping tom holds a
scroll, which echoes the scrolling form at the bottom of the pregnant
uterus within the printed inset. The visual repetition of the two
scrolls, one textual and one fleshy, blurs the boundaries between
books and bodies and suggests that textual knowledge must be
supplemented by direct experience with the body.79 By extension,
the viewer outside of the image is invited to follow the example of the
peeping tom, to scrutinize the woman and her reproductive system
with the eye of both scholar and voyeur.80 The anatomized woman
assists in this viewing process—she opens her legs by propping her
left foot on a cartouche, simultaneously revealing her small vagina
and framing textual knowledge associated with her innards.
78 Galen [1968], 629, footnote 17.
79 Andrea Carlino discusses this popular Renaissance trope in his Books of the Body
(Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1999).
80 Talvacchia 169.
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Image 7: fifth image demonstrating the afterbirth, with voyeur

This textual framing of words with the body, and the
repetition of the scrolling forms of the page found in those of the
uterus reinforces the interplay of image and text, but it also cautions
against reading this connection too literally—peering indirectly at
the body through hazy spectacles, with visual expectations overly
mediated by textual experience. Throughout the section on women’s
bodies, Estienne gestures to the intensity and ambiguity of life
and death relationships implicated in the surgical and anatomical
practices of pregnancy and childbirth.
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However, the complexity of life and death matters situated
within the uterus warrants a significant visual and textual space of
its own in Estienne’s book, separate from male genitalia. Estienne
does not merely segregate the uterus from the rest of the female body
in many of his woodblock prints, he also creates a separate space
for women’s surgery and anatomy in his book. Surgery becomes
specific to women in his text—men are not textually subjected to
the painful procedures performed on living flesh even though they
seemed to be anatomically vivisected from a visual point of view.
This emphasis on female surgical bodies is completely divergent
from Vesalius’ De fabrica (1543), where the uterus is part of a
fragmented, pristine, sculptural, and classicized female body, or
a separate, disembodied organ in anatomical practice. Estienne,
by contrast, creates surgical and anatomical representations that
fragment a liminally dead body from a living womb, or a dead
womb with a living body. This intricately interwoven opposition
between life and death characterizes Estienne’s De la dissection,
giving a sense of unexpected morbidity to conception, or life to the
dead female body.81
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